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JESUS 
TEACHES  
US HOW  
TO PRAY 
MATTHEW 6:8-12 & LUKE 11:2-4 
 
 
 
Big Idea: 
Jesus teaches us how to live. 
 
Key Verse: 
“Do for others what you want them to do for you.” | Matthew 7:12a (GNT) 
 
Leader Tips: 
Be sure to review this lesson plan in advance. Organize the supplies and pray for the 
children before they arrive. You can’t predict outcomes when working with children, but 
you can be as prepared as possible. 
 
 
 
 

 

1. Telephone Fun Free Play  
Experiment with a paper-cup telephone and then explain that there’s no right or 
wrong way to pray. 

2. Prayer Hands Free Play 
Use sentence prayer starters to help the children pray on their own.  

3. Pray Large Group 
Get the children moving as they perform different actions and spell out “pray.” 

 

 

CIRCLE TIME! 
4. Music  Large Group 

Play “This Little Light Of Mine” on the Little Praise Party: My Best Friend CD. 
5. Bible Story Large Group 

Read “Praying as Jesus did” and “Jesus’ prayer” in The Big Bible Storybook. 
6. Key Verse Large Group 

Practise saying this month’s Key Verse as you hide parts of the text. 
 

 
7. Small Group Activity Small Groups 

Read the Lord’s Prayer and then talk about what the children are thankful for, 
what they want to ask God for, and what they are sorry for. 

8. Craft Large Group 
Colour and draw on an activity page that highlights prayer. 

9. Bonus Activity: I Will Pray Dance Large Group 
Dance and worship God to the song “I Will Pray” on the Little Praise Party: Taste 
and See CD. 

 

 
10. Dismissal 

Connect with parents. Remember to give them take home cards! 
 



!
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1. TELEPHONE FUN 
 
Supplies: 
• Paper-cup 

telephone 

Leader Tips: 
• The “telephone” only works when the yarn attaching the 

paper cups is pulled taut.  
• Repeat free-play activities as long as they engage the 

children. Then invite a new group to do them.  
 

Instructions: 
a. During free play, invite a few children at a time to join you. 
b. Show them the paper-cup telephone.  
c. Encourage everyone to take turns experimenting with the 

telephone. Direct them to talk into it and listen. Try it with 
the yarn loose. Then try it with the yarn straight and taut. 
Include any other children who may have gathered around. 

d. Discuss whether there’s a correct way to do it. 
e. Confirm that there’s a right way and a wrong way to use 

this paper-cup telephone. However, when it comes to 
talking to God, there is no right or wrong way to do it.  

f. Say, “We can talk to God about anything, anytime, 
anywhere! That’s what prayer is all about. God wants us to 
chat with him and spend time with him.” 

g. Guide the children to say something to God into the 
telephone.  

h. To wrap up, explain that in today’s story from the Bible 
Jesus teaches us about praying. 

 

2. PRAYER HANDS 
 
Supplies:  
• Prayer hand 

cutouts 
• Bowl 

Before the Activity: 
• Place the hand cutouts into the bowl.  
 
Instructions: 
a. During free-play time, gather one or two children together. 

Sit with them at a table or on the floor. 
b. Show them the bowl of hand cutouts. 
c. Direct everyone to take one out. 
d. Read aloud the prayer starter on each cutout.  
e. Encourage the child to finish the prayer. Pray with them as 

needed. 
f. Remind the children that Jesus teaches us how to live. 

Today, they’ll hear about how he teaches us to pray. 
 
3. PRAY 
 
Supplies: 
• Letter cards (P, R, 

A, Y) 
 

  

Instructions: 
a. Gather everyone together in an open area on the floor. 
b. Explain that one of the ways Jesus teaches us how to live 

is by teaching us to pray. 
c. Hold up the letter cards one at a time. Demonstrate the 

action associated with each letter: 
• P: Stand up and reach hands towards the ceiling 
• R: Spin around 
• A: Do jumping jacks  
• Y: Touch your toes 

d. Lead the children to do the actions as you hold up each 
letter and spell the word “pray.” 

e. Continues as long as they are interested.  
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CIRCLE TIME! 
 
Supplies:  
• CD player 
• Tidy up and/or Circle Time songs on class CD 
 
Instructions: 
a. Make sure the CD player is easy to access during Circle Time. 
b. Play music while clearing space on the floor. 
c. Gather the children into a circle to do the God Story activities together. 
d. Change the order of the Circle Time activities so they work well for your group. 
 

4. MUSIC 
 
Supplies: 
• Song lyrics sheet 
• Wall-safe tape 
• CD player 
• “This Little Light 

Of Mine” (track 9)  
on Little Praise 
Party: My Best 
Friend CD 

• (Optional) 
Scarves or 
musical 
instruments  

 

Before the Activity: 
• Hang the lyrics where leaders can read them easily. 
 
Leader Tips:  
• Be energetic and have fun during music activities to set the 

tone for the children. 
• Feel free to extend your music time with additional songs. 
 
Instructions: 
a. If using supplies, hand them out before starting. 
b. Mix it up each week! Here are some options: 

• Sing along with the songs. 
• Wave the scarves. 
• Use the musical instruments. 
• Make up fun actions that go with the songs.  

c. After the music is finished, prompt children to return any 
supplies to the bin. 

 

5. BIBLE STORY 
 
Supplies: 
• “Praying as Jesus 

did” (from 
Matthew 6:8-12) 
and “Jesus’ 
prayer” (from 
Luke 11:2-4)  
in The Big Bible 
Storybook  
(pp. 178-179) 

Leader Tip: 
• Use the Bible stories to start conversations about God with 

the children.  
 
Instructions: 
a. Gather the children to sit on the floor with you. 
b. Tell them that today’s stories are from the Bible. 
c. Read the stories to the children. Use an expressive voice 

and show everyone the pictures. 
d. To wrap up, pray, “Dear God, we love you! Thank you that 

Jesus teaches us how to pray. Thanks for teaching us to be 
thankful, to ask for what we need, and to forgive! Amen.” 

 
6. KEY VERSE  
 
Supplies: 
• Key Verse sign 
• Wall-safe tape 
• Sticky notes 

Before the Activity: 
• Hang the Key Verse sign at the children’s eye level so they 

can see it. 
 
Instructions: 
a. Read the Key Verse out loud a few times with the children.  
b. When they think they know the verse, cover up some of 

the words with the sticky notes (see sample below). 
c. Ask if anyone would like to try and say the verse.  
d. Continue until all of the words on the sign are covered. 
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7. SMALL GROUP ACTIVITY 
 
Supplies: 
• Bible 
• “Small Group” 

activity page 
• Marker 

 

Leader Tip: 
• Versions of the Lord’s Prayer are found in Matthew 6:9-13 

and Luke 11:2-4. 
 
Instructions: 
a. Gather the children into their small groups. 
b. Read the Lord’s Prayer from the Bible for them. 
c. Read aloud the text printed on the activity page.  
d. Encourage the children to share something for one, two, or 

all three of the different areas (i.e., I am thankful for; I will 
ask God for; I am sorry for).  

e. Write their answers on the activity page along with their 
names (see sample above). 

f. Hang the page where parents will see it at pick-up time. 

8. CRAFT 
 
Supplies: 
• “Prayer” activity 

pages 
• Markers 
 

 

Leader Tip:  
• Ensure that everyone’s names are written on their crafts. 
 
Instructions: 
a. Gather the children to sit at a table. 
b. Give each child an activity page. 
c.  Place the markers where everyone can reach them.  
d. Encourage the children to use plenty of different markers 

to colour in their pages.  
e. Tell everyone that they can also draw pictures in the 

speech bubble of things they are praying for.  
f. As they colour and draw, read the text printed on the 

activity page. 
g. Talk to the children about how Jesus teaches us how to 

live by teaching us how to pray. 
 
9. BONUS ACTIVITY: I WILL PRAY DANCE  
 
Supplies: 
• CD player 
• “I Will Pray” (track 

12) on Little Praise 
Party: Taste and 
See CD 

Instructions: 
a. Gather everyone together in an open space on the floor.  
b. Play the song. 
c. Lead the children to dance, sway, worship God, and thank 

Jesus as they listen to the music. 
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10. DISMISSAL 
 
Supplies: 
• Children’s crafts  
• Take home cards 
• Key Verse 

colouring pages 
 

Before Dismissal: 
• Place take home materials and crafts where everyone can 

access them easily. 
 
Leader Tip:  
• Take a moment to share with parents about their children’s 

experiences. Many parents will only hear about the 
morning from you. 

 
Instructions: 
a. Greet parents as they arrive to pick up their children. 
b. Give parents take home cards and Key Verse colouring 

pages. Remind them to take any crafts. 
c. Make sure children’s security numbers match parents’ 

numbers before they leave the classroom. 
 


